
Defining Energy Hardship

Q1

Have you read and understood the Privacy Statement?

Yes

Q2

What is your name?

jon

Q3

What is your email address?  We may need to contact you for clarification on your submission, or regarding Official
Information Act requests. Your email address will not be used for any other purpose.

Q4

Are you submitting as an individual or on behalf of an
organisation?

Individual

Q5

If on behalf of an organisation, what is its name?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6

If on behalf of an organisation, which of these best
describes it?

Respondent skipped this question

Q7

To what extent do you agree or disagree that the
proposed definition for energy wellbeing is right for
Aotearoa?

Agree
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Defining Energy Hardship

Q8

Do you have comments on why have you chosen this answer?

Check that you are using the word Whānau correctly. My limited understanding of this word is that it refers to ancestors, people 

living now, and people in the future.  The definition feels like you are using 'Whānau' has interchangeable with 'family' and I'm not 
sure they are the same thing.  Feels like a very Pakeha way to use that word?

Q9

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
inclusions in the proposed definition? 

Strongly agree

Q10

Do you have any comments on what is included in the
definition? 

Respondent skipped this question

Q11

To what extent do you agree or disagree with what
is excluded by the definition?

Neither agree nor disagree

Q12

Do you have any comments on what is excluded by the definition?

Not sure why you're excluding rough sleepers. They are in energy hardship and arguably a housing solution would help with some 
of their difficulties.  Seems like housing remediation is the main mechanism to improve energy hardship; doesn't this just mean a 

different kind of mechanism for rough sleepers?
Rough sleepers could get counted in your secondary measures

High transport costs could mean you experience energy hardship if prioritse getting work over your bills.  Are economic factors 

emphasised enough in your definition?

Q13

Do you have any further comments on the proposed definition of energy wellbeing? - Is it clear and easy to
understand?- Do you think there is anything missing?- Is it relevant to you and your community?

Are economic factors emphasised enough in your definition?

Q14

To what extent do you agree or disagree that the
framework represents the factors that influence energy
wellbeing in Aotearoa?

Strongly agree
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Defining Energy Hardship

Q15

Do you have comments on why have you chosen this answer?

I really like this framework looks very comprehensive

Q16

Do you have any other comments on the proposed
framework?You may want to consider:- The layout of the
framework, and if it is easy to understand  - If anything is
missing, or should be added- Which factors you think are
most significant in your community

Respondent skipped this question

Q17

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
proposed indicators for energy wellbeing?

Agree

Q18

Do you have comments on why have you chosen this answer?You may want to consider: - Are the indicators
comprehensive?- Are there any other indicators of energy wellbeing that should be considered?

Shouldn't energy literacy play a role in these indicators? Or is that implied in the access theme?

Q19

We are proposing to use a set of primary and secondary
measures for energy hardship. Do you support this
proposal?

Yes

Q20

Do you have comments on why you have chosen this
answer?

Respondent skipped this question

Q21

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
proposed primary measures?

Agree

Q22

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
potential secondary measures?

Strongly agree
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Defining Energy Hardship

Q23

Do you have any comments on the proposed primary
and secondary measures? You may want to consider:-
How many primary and secondary measures you think
we should consider- Which measures you think should
be primary or secondary (and why) 

Respondent skipped this question

Q24

Do you have any comments on measuring the depth of hardship? You may want to consider: - If we should use
these measurements in Aotearoa, in addition to the primary and secondary measures- Combining measures (i.e. a
DEP-17 style approach) - Measuring the energy hardship gap

no comment at this time other than how many of the measurements does a household register on could be an indicator of severity. 

Would need indepth qualitative work here I think

Q25

Rank the following proposals in order of most important (1) to least important (4).

Further analyse any currently available data 2

Work to fill existing data gaps/limitations 1

Model required energy use for households in Aotearoa 4

Research energy hardship-related indicators 3

Q26

Do you have any suggestions for alternatives or
changes to the proposed way forward? You may want to
consider:- Are there gaps in the measurement we
haven’t identified?- Are there data sets or measures you
know of that should be included?- Do you have any other
suggestions for future analysis?

Respondent skipped this question

Q27

Do you have anything else you would like to mention?

Respondent skipped this question

Q28

Can we publish your submission on the MBIE
website? If your submission contains personally
identifiable information that should notbe made public,
please make clear what can and cannot be made public.
Forexample, information about other people that you are
sharing without theirconsent or information about
children.Your name, and that of your organisation will be
visible. Email addresses will not be visible.

Yes
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